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ABSTRACT
Synchronization in globally interconnected phase oscialltor has been studied.
Kuramoto transition has also been studied. The main motive was to find
the value of coupling constant, for value of frequencies, at which the system
is getting fully synchronized. It was found that the system does not show
synchronization for weakly coupled system. The system is synchronized for
strongly coupled system. Also a coupling matrix was studied for the system
where the interaction was exponentially decaying.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Synchronization
If two events are timed to occur simultaneously or in unison then they are
said to be synchronized. The word synchronization comes from the word
synchronous. Synchronous is a greek word and it means “sharing the com-
mon time” or “occuring in the same time”. The word synchronization and
synchronized refers to a variety of phenomena in almost all the branches of
natural sciences, engineering and social life, phenomena that appear to be
rather different but nevertheless often obey universal law. Now, whether the
system is synchronized or not depends on the following two factors:
• Coupling strength: It describes how weak (or how strong) the interac-
tion is. It is not always clear how to measure this quantity.
• Frequency detuning: Frequency detuning or mismatch quantifies how
different the uncoupled oscillators are. In contrast to the coupling
strength, this can be measured and varied. If the mismatch of the au-
tonomous systems is not very large, the frequencies of the two systems
become equal or entrained, i.e. synchronization takes place.
Starting of a certain relationship between the phases of two synchronized
self-sustained oscillators is termed as phase locking. For synchronization to
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occur, we must make sure that the behaviour of the two self-sustained oscil-
lators are analysed properly, in other words, the system should be capable
of generating their own rythms. And the system should adjust their rythms
due to weak interaction. Also, the adjustment of rythms should occur in
a certain range of systems’ mismatch, in particular, if the frequency of one
oscillator is slowly varied, the second system should follow this variation.
Correspondingly, a single observation is not sufficient to conclude on synchro-
nization. Synchronization is not a state, rather it is a complex dynamical
process.
Types of Synchronozation
1. Phase Synchronization
2. Complete Synchronization
3. Generalized Synchronization
1. Phase Synchronization
Phase synchronization occurs when the amplitudes of the forcing are
moderate. The force must be strong enough to entrain the frequency
and suppress the phase diffusion. Also, the force should be small so
that it does not destroy the oscialltion. If there is very strong forcing
then the periodic motion appears to be stable instead of chaotic.
Phase synchronization can be of two types:
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(a) in-phase synchronization: This can be explained by taking an
example of two pendula. If two pendula move in the same direc-
tion and they almost attain the same position then their phases
are close and the state is known to be in-phase synchronization.
(b) anti-phase synchronization: If the two pendula move in the
opposite direction, then the state is known to be anti-phase syn-
chronization.
2. Complete Synchronization: Strong mutual coupling of oscillators
leads to the complete synchronization of the oscillators. Complete syn-
chronization can be observed in any system. By complete synchroniza-
tion we mean suppression of differences in coupled identical systems.
It is near to the onset of symmetry. In complete synchronization the
states of the two systems coincide and they vary chaotically in time.
3. Generalized Synchronization: In this case, the states cannot co-
incide exactly, they can be rather close to each other. In generalized
synchronization, if teh first system is known then, the state of the sec-
ond system can be determined uniquely. Generalized synchronization
is observed in unidirectional coupling i.e. when the first system(known
as driving), forces the second system(known as driven), but there is no
back action.
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Now, what is the difference between synchronous motion and synchroniza-
tion. If we take two clock and we connect the pendula with a rigid link, then
obviously, either the clock will stop or the pendula will move synchronously.
We cannot denote this effect as synchronization: as the coupling is not weak
and it imposes very strong limitations on the motion of the two systems, and
hence, it is quite obvious to consider the whole system as non decomposable.
Usually, it is quite difficult to say what can be considered as weak cou-
pling, where the border between weak coupling and strong coupling lies, and
in turn, if we are looking at synchronization problem or we should study the
new system. In other words, we can say that the introduction of coupling
should not change the behaviour of any of the interacting system qualitatively
and the systems should not be deprived of their individuality. In particular,
if one system stops to oscillate, then it should not stop the second system to
keep its own rythm.
There are situations where oscillators are ordered into chains or lattices,
and their element intercts only with its several neighbour. This is called
global coupling. If we implement very strong coupling, then the states of
both oscialltors are identical. This strong coupling influences mean frequen-
cies as well as the chaotic amplitudes. In large ensembles of mutually cou-
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pled chaotic oscillators, we can observe the phenomena of synchronization.
Self-sustained oscillators are non-decaying stable oscillation in autonomous
dissipative system. Self-sustained oscillators possess an internal energy. The
self-sustained oscillators are capable of being synchronized depends exactly
on the freedom of the phase.
1.2 Networks
Network topology is the layout pattern of interconnections of the various
elements(links, nodes, etc) of a computer or biological network or power net-
work, thermal network, social network, etc. It can be physical or logical.
Physical design of a network is known as physical topology. It includes the
location, cable installation, etc. Logical topology refers to how the data’s
are actually transferred. Network topology can be determined by graphical
mapping of the configuration of physical/logical connections between nodes.
The study of network topology uses graph theory. Graph theory is the study
of graphs. A graph is a collection of vertices or nodes or a collection of edges
that connect the pair of vertices. Graphs may be undirected that means
there is no distinction between the vertices associated with each edge, or its
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edges may be directed from one vertex to another.
2 THEORY
If the two oscillating systems have different parameters then their mean fre-
quencies will also be different. If there is coupling between the systems, then
there must be some interaction between the phases, so that the system can
be mutually entrained. In case of periodic oscillators, small coupling affects
the phases only. As a result, the two oscialltors that are synchronized have
the same mean frequencies, but each system has its own chaos in the ampli-
tude.
2.1 Kuramoto Transition
It is a simple model which comprises of N mutually coupled oscillators and
they have different natural frequencies ωk . It is given by the equation :
x˙i = ωi + 1/N
N∑
j=1
kijsin(xj − xi) (1)
Where,
N = no. of oscillators
K = coupling strength
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The natural frequencies of the oscillator, ωi , are distributed in some
range and for N →∞ the distribution is described with a density g(ω). We
consider that the density is symmetric with respect to the single maximum
at frequency ω¯ . In equation(4) the coupling is assumed to have the simplest
sine form. Now we introduce the complex mean field according to[1]
Z = X + iY = Reiθ = 1/N
N∑
j=1
eixj (2)
Now,
R cos θ = 1/N
N∑
j=1
cosx (3)
R sin θ = 1/N
N∑
j=1
sin x (4)
The mean field indicates the onset of coherence due to synchronization in
the population.
For N = 1, we have
R cos θ = cos x1 (5)
R sin θ = sin x1 (6)
on squaring and adding, we get
R2(cos2 θ + sin2 θ) = (cos2 x1 + sin
2 x1) (7)
R2 = 1 (8)
R = 1 (9)
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Now if R = 1, we can prove that x1 = x2
N = 2
R cos θ = 1/2(cosx1 + cosx2) (10)
R sin θ = 1/2(sinx1 + sin x2) (11)
On squaring and adding we get
R2(sin2 θ+cos2 θ) = 1/4(cos2 x1+cos
2 x2+sin
2 x1+sin
2 x2+2 cosx1 cosx2+2 sin x1 sin x2)
(12)
Since R = 1
4 = (2 + 2 cosx1 cos x2 + 2 sinx1 sin x2) (13)
2 = 2(cosx1 cos x2 + sin x1 sin x2) (14)
cos(x1 − x2) = 2npi (15)
For n = 0
x1 − x2 = 0 (16)
x1 = x2 (17)
This implies that for synchronization to occur R should be 1 or some constant
and the phases should be equal. We now suppose that due to symmetry in
the distribution of g(ω) the mean field oscillates with the frequency ω¯. To
derive self-consistency condition, in analogy to the mean field theory of the
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second order phase transition we put
θ = ω¯t, ε = constant, ψi = xi − ω¯t (18)
and hence we obtain
ψ˙i = ωi − ω¯ − εksinψi (19)
This equation can have synchronous and asynchronous solution depending
on the following conditions
• if |ωi − ω¯| ≤ εk , then we get synchronous solution.
• if |ωi − ω¯| > εk, then we get asynchronous solution. In asynchronous
state the phases are not uniformly distributed.
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In the recent years, there has been an exponential increase in the interest of
large interconnected systems, such as sensors networks, social networks, ther-
mal networks, biochemical networks, communication networks, power net-
works etc. These large interconnected systems are characterized by complex
behaviour which arises because of interacting subsytems. These interactions
are often weak and can be exploited to simplify and accelerate simulation,
analysing and designing systems by suitably decomposing them. To facilitate
this decomposition it is convenient to model such networked systems by a
graph of interacting subsystems.
2.2 Graph Laplacian
The system of globalised oscialltor can be treated as network. These coupling
constants are nothing but elements of coupling matrix. So a graph theory
can be applied. Graph Laplacian can be used for decomposition or clustering
problem. This can be done as follows: a partition of the graph has to be found
such that the edges between different components have a very low weight,
and the edges within a component have high weights. Spectral properties
of the Laplacian matrix L associated with such graphs provide very useful
information for the analysis as well as design of interconnected systems[2].
The computation of eigen vectors of the graph Laplacian L is very important
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in spectral graph theory. The sign of the second(and successive eigenvectors)
can be used to cluster graphs. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with vertex set
V = 1,....,N and edge set E ⊆ V × V , where a weight Wij ∈ R is associated
with each edge(i,j) ∈ E, and W ∈ RN×N is the weighted adjacency matrix of
G. It is assumed that Wij = 0 if and only if (i,j) /∈ E. The normalized graph
Laplacian is defined as:
Lij =


1, if i = j
−Wij/
∑N
l=1Wil, if(i,j) ∈ E
0, otherwise
3 RESULT
3.1 Lorenz System
I started my study of non-linear system by taking the example of single
Lorenz model oscialltor.. Lorenz model represents an autonomous oscillator.
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The following equation describes the Lorenz equation:
x˙ = σ(y − x) (20)
y˙ = rx (21)
z˙ = xy − bz (22)
Here, sigma, r, b are parameters and b > 0.
r is known as the Rayleigh number and sigma is known as Prandtl number.
The quadratic terms xy and xz are the two non-linearities in this system.
If we replace (x, y) → (−x,−y) in Lorenz equation, then also the equation
remains same. Hence, we can say all the solutions are either symmetric them-
selves or have a symmetric partner. The solutions oscillate irregularly and
never repeating over a wide range of parameter, but it always remains in the
bounded region of phase space. When we plot y(t) for the resulting solution,
we get the following graph. After an initial transient, the solution settles into
an irregular oscillation that persists as t→∞, but never repeats exactly[1].
The motion is aperiodic. If the solution is visualized as a trajectory in phase
space, we get a wonderful structure. When, x(t) is plotted against z(t), we
get butterfly pattern. The plot is shown below. The above two figure shows
predictability of the system on small time scale. If we know the initial condi-
tions then the dynamics for t 0 can be determined uniquely. The osciallting
systems are sensitive to small perturbations of initial conditions.
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Figure 1: Time series of the variable y
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Figure 2: Projection of the phase portrait on the plane (x,z)
3.2 Result of Globally connected phase oscialltor(Kuramoto
Transition)
A program in FORTRAN77 was made to solve the equation(4) and equation(5).
We took the value of ω to be random. And the program was carried out for
different values of coupling constant starting from 0.1 to 100. Graphs were
plotted between R(t) and t, taking t in the x-axis and R(t) in the y-axis.
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Figure 3: when coupling constant is 0.1
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Figure 4: when coupling constant is 1.1
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Figure 5: when coupling constant is 2.1
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Figure 6: when coupling constant is 3.1
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Figure 7: when coupling constant is 4.1
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Figure 8: when coupling constant is 7.1
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Figure 9: when coupling constant is 10.1
In the same way we plotted for many values. And for the coupling con-
stant equal to 100 the system gets fully synchronized. The following graph
shows the complete synchronization.
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Figure 10: when coupling constant is 100
A coupling matrix was taken and the interaction between the fisrt element
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and the rest elements were taken to be exponentially decaying. Now the
eigenvalue was taken out. The eigenvalues came out to be 0.4932, 0.5997,
0.8266, 1.2466, 1.8338 and so on. Here, the eigenvalues are increasing. Next
we first normalized the coupling matrix and then we took the eigenvalue. The
eigenvalues came out to be 1.6327, 1.1345, 0.7521, 0.4357 and so on. Here, the
eigenvalues are decreasing.
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4 CONCLUSION
We found that for weak coupling the system is fully desynchronized. As we go
on increasing the value of coupling constant the system tends to synchronized
but it is not fully synchronized. For very strong coupling constant the system
gets synchronized. Moreover, the synchronization not only depends on the
coupling constant it also depends on the frequency of the oscillator. When
the frequency of the oscillator is less than the frequency of the mean field
then we get synchronous solution. And when the frequency of the oscillator
is greater than the frequency of the mean field then we get asynchronous
solution. Our study of this Laplacian graph could not be related to any
significant result.
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